“Conversation pieces that demonstrate a perfect
balance between form and function with a sleek
and distinctive style.”
Presenting the Limited Edition Black Eternity EXOCET™ Duo
By Stéphane Leathead

Designarium
Montréal, Canada, December 2018

The award winning EXOCET chair and late NYCTALE table, the two central pieces
of the EXOCET™ collection, will be exhibited at the Interior Design Show Toronto
January 17-20, 2019 in the curated Studio North gallery – booth SN13. For the
occasion, a stunning deep black veneer handmade Limited is issued.

DESIGN
The ergonomics of the EXOCET™ furniture collection by Stéphane Leathead,
are carefully designed with the consistent intention to offer maximum
functionality, comfort and beauty.
The EXOCET™ chair has a unique and clever design acclaimed by the industry
worldwide on several occasions. Adjustable to everyone’s comfort simply by
loosening up the handle and locking it in the desired position and angle.
The coffee table NYCTALE, complement to the chair, is designed with the same
principle in mind. The table opens up and doubles the serving surface with no
further need of manipulation.

INNOVATION
Simple and easy to configure in several ways, both, the EXOCET™ chair
and NYCTALE table, are crafted from a single main piece, a slat. A series of
identical slats assembly is simply rotated on an axel. Offered with various wood
veneers, the slat is designed to simplify the production process and minimize
the waist of material.
No installation required. Minimum pieces for maximum functionality. Thoughtfully
designed from the beginning to the end, from the manufacturer to the end-user.

ELEGANCE
Authentic objects of contemplation, the soft and delicate curves of the EXOCET™
collection inspire elegance and distinction. The forthcoming concepts are being
created with the same aesthetic standards and spirit: a perfect balance between
form and function.

EXOCET™ CHAIR AWARDS

• GOOD DESIGN AWARD | Gold Winner Interior Furniture Category
Chicago, USA | December 2016
• IDA DESIGN AWARDS | PRODUCT DESIGN | Gold Winner Interior Furniture Category
Los Angeles, USA | July 2016
• GRANDS PRIX DU DESIGN | Winner of the Best Use of Wood Award
Montreal, Canada | February 2016
• WINNER - K DESIGN AWARD
Korea | June 2015
• AWARD “COUP DE COEUR” SIDIM | Best in Show Culture Avenue nomination
Montreal, Canada | May 2015
• GOLD AWARD | A’ DESIGN AWARD | Furniture, Decorative Items
and Homeware Design Category
Milan, Italy | April 2015

BLACK ETERNITY EXOCET™ DUO DETAILS
MATERIALS
Black Eternity tinted slats are made of Baltic Birch with maple veneer
Handles, cylinder and stems are made of anodized aluminum
Customized options and wood veneer available
EXOCET CHAIR DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT
Standard configuration / width: 24”, length: 60”, height: 48”
Rocking long configuration / width: 24”, length: 86”, height: 24”
Folded configuration / width: 24”, length: 60”, height: 18”
75kg / 165lbs
NYCTALE TABLE DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT
Embedded configuration / width: 24” length: 12” height: 12”
Opened configuration / width: 24” length: 24” height: 12”
20kg / 44 lbs
Limited Edition of 5
Numbered and signed
Delivered in a customized crate
Proudly handmade in Montreal, Canada
Prices
Canada:		
8,995 U$
International: 10,995 U$
(freight and delivery included)

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
Stéphane Leathead is an international award-winning designer, entrepreneur
and creative thinker. He’s a master at synthesizing complex concepts, making
them accessible while maintaining the highest level of communicated aesthetics
and design. Every commission is an opportunity to push its creative thinking
to new frontiers.
He started his career as a graphic designer then lived in Singapore for a few
years, where he shared his passion for design as a lecturer and art director.
His work was awarded early in his carrer at the Hong Kong Design 96 Show.
Upon his return, Stephane co-founded Cellule Design. Under his lead as the
creative director, the agency was granted local and international recognition,
to name a few, the 2012 REBRAND 100® Global Awards, the prestigious
German Design Award 2013 and the Summit International Creative Award
in 2012 and 2018.

ABOUT DESIGNARIUM
Stéphane founded Designarium in 2008, a design agency based in Montreal.
Originally a consulting firm in the business of branding and graphic design
that often included three dimensional forms.
Designarium is now specializing in furniture and object design and is presently
the main distributor of the EXOCET™ collection.
“Let it be an object or a brand, the creative process, in its essence, remains
the same. It’s a movement where beauty and intelligence shall coexist with
grace to generate benefits to its beholder.”
						– Stéphane Leathead

For further information, please contact Julie Dessureault at 514 886 4524
or jdessureault@designarium.ca.

